A Competitive Edge for Our Partners
Full line of services
Engineering Support
Custom Metal Fabrication
Automated Manufacturing
Structural Welding
Powder Coating

Made in

ISO 9001:2008
Expanding our commitment to “in stock” responsiveness
UAI is constantly working to improve its value as a strategic resource to OEM customers,
especially to those who must keep their production processes seamlessly flowing. Our
supply management program assures consistent inventory without tying up your working
capital. It’s one of many ways UAI becomes an integrated partner to world class
manufacturers, offering technical innovation, strict process controls and a trusted
reputation for quality and on-time deliveries. We are continually thinking of new ways to go
beyond fabrication, to become a true integrated business partner to our valued customers.

Our qualified engineers
and skilled craftsmen
work within a 200,000+
square foot facility,
utilizing ISO 9001 certified
processes and lean
manufacturing principles
to give customers both
the uncompromising
quality and the globally
competitive cost savings
they demand.

Customer advantages
• Improved customer lead
times on standard
products
• More compressed lead
times on non-standard
products
• “Reserved” capacity set
aside to meet the needs
of contract customers
• Improved scheduling of
labor resources – level
loading direct labor

• Increased flexibility for
receipt of contract
products
• Reduced overtime
scheduling and related
costs
• Improved forecasting
ability for labor resource
requirements
• Increased leverage with
steel supply chain
• Mitigation of the perpetual
4th quarter “crunch”

• More effective
management of capacity
• Overall continuous cost
avoidance
• Improvement in a
customer’s cash flow
• Reduction in the level of
inventory a customer
must hold
• Not a sales “gimmick,”
but true business
financial advantages
and cost savings

For complete information and details on contract fabrication, call us directly at 608.758.4717
or email us at rfq@unitedalloy.com and we will be happy to fulfill your needs.
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Investing in Our Customer’s Success

“As customer needs and expectations grow,
United Alloy is dedicated to growing with them.
Not only to meet the need, but to exceed it,
and to achieve ongoing leadership in
the fabrication industry world wide.”

Engineered Solutions
Quality engineered for
superior results.
Our engineering skill,
fabrication craftsmanship
and business strength are
focused on one goal:
delivering products

that meet specialized
requirements with
lasting performance and
exceptional quality.
To achieve this, UAI is
constantly expanding its
range of automated welding,

UAI is committed to

UAI employs the latest in
lean technologies to assure
customers consistent
quality they can count on.
Our close partnership with
customers gives us a thorough
understanding of their products
and production requirements.

consistently providing
innovative, world class
products and services,
while continually
improving our Total Quality
Management System to
create the advances
in efficiency that deliver

machining and powder
coating capabilities.
We have established a
world class manufacturing
environment in which
excellence is the norm, and
perfection is the expectation.

Automated Manufacturing

measurably improved
customer value.

Include UAI in your entire
production process from initial
design through final shipment,
to ensure maximum cost
savings and superior quality
in every phase of your
product’s manufacture
and delivery.

The result is a seamless
integration into our
customer’s production
processes.

Logistics
Looking forward
As technology advances and
customer expectations grow,
the UAI of tomorrow is bound
to change. Only one thing
will always remain constant:
a rock solid commitment to

integrity, reliability and
service to our valued
customers. Our history proves
it, and our investment in the
future is evidence that our
customers will be able to
trust us well into the future.
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